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Selected As Best All-Round Kentucky Community Newspaper For 1947

WEATHER ,FORECAST
KENTUCKY": Mostly cloudy
and somewhat colder today
and tonight. Friday cloudy
fopoWed by light snow. - •
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0 TEEN-AGE BANDITS CAPTURED IN
County Farm Bureau
To Meet Saturday
For Anp*1 Session

X-Ray° Trailer Is Here
•
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WHEAT GOES UP *Confess $6,000 Holdup
AS GOVERNMENT Of Indiana Nightclub
STARTS BUYING
'By GEORGE T. WILSON

CHICAGO. March 4 (17P)-May
wheat shot upward the full 10-cent
limit on the Chicago Board
of
Trade today after Secretary of Agriculture Clinton Anderson announced that .the government is
"feeling" its way back into the
market.
May wheat at Minneapolis also
rose the full 10 cents a bushel as
trading opened. At Kansas City,
it was within one-quarter of a
cent of the limit increase for a
single day's trading.
Anderson announced late yesterday that the government is going
to "feel" its way back into the
grain market by buying flour for
.export. The government has bought
no wheat or flour since
prices
broke a - month ago today.
Anderson said at a news conference that he his invited flour millers to submit offers to sell flour
to the government equivalent to
9,300.000 bushels of. wheat.
Anderson alsis- said the government plans to export 9.000.000 bushels of raw wheat this week.
Meanwhile, a survey by United
Press showed that retail priCas of
most basic foods have stopped dropping, and that the grain market
has recovered as much as 50 per
cent of the loss it took in the big
price break which began a month
ago.
On the Chicago Board of Trade
today, corn was up 1 3-4 to 2-1-2
cents a bushel and oats rose 7-8 of
a cent to 3 1-8 cents.
Hog prices were steady with yesterday's tower prices at the opening of trading at Chicago today. At
St. Louis they .sold 50 cents to $1.00
per Mindred pounds lower, and at
Indianapolis major buyers were
bidding 25 cents- lower.

Two seventeen-year-old bandits,
one of them who was apprehended
at a farm home about six Miles
from Paris early, this morning after
an all-night sear6h, signed confessions this morning of a dating
$6.000 nightclub holdup in Indianapolis.

rator of place. Switched Indiana
tags almost at Kentucky line. Slept
in car at night. Met Rayburn in
house across from bus station
'Hotel Vendome). I, William T.
LemaY, stuck the place up with the
gun. Metal boxes with money was
in safe. Made operator open safe.
This statement is true."
'Signed) William T. Lemay
Witness; C. J. Williams. ,
Sheriff. Henry County
Witness: W. G. Smith,
Chief of Police or
Paris, Tenn.

They are William T. Lemay, 410
Joseph
Avenue, Nashville, and
Johnny,Raven,_San Antonio, Texas.
Lemay
was taken into custody
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bers of the Paris Police Departtors for 1948 according to an anance against Russia is necessary 'to
year and went with a show named
A special feature on the program the success of the European Re- Department urges that every resident of the county take advarilige of
ment, Sheriff Clyde Williams and
nouncement made today by Rudy
"Cavalcade of Amusements." Was
his deputies, and scores of volunHendon, president. The organiza- at the Farm Bureau meeting will covery Program.
this opportunity. Children will be a-flayed by special request of the
with this show until November
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about a week after show closed.
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to Baltimore, then on to Philawas glad iinly_ in. a-light suit and it
E. L. Kuykendall, J. Hansford Dor- is hstrict Farm Bureau worker for opposed by Chairman Arthur H.
delpietes,
"thew on to Newark, N. I..
was believed that he might consere John Cunningham, Taz Ezell, this section of the state.
Vandenberg. R. Mich.. of the Senand New York -under name of
tract pneumonia from his exposure
C. R. Stubblefield. James Wilson,
County Agent S. V. Foy will ate foreign relations committee, He
Roan. Later went to Memphis
.in hiding from the 'law enforceClyde Phelps, Otis Falwell. W. D. discuss plans for the 1948 Corn believes such a step would en"Everyone looks to Kentucky,"
Mrs. Joe Page of Barlow, who is
and Itlyed at Gayoso Hotel about
ment officers.
McCuiaton. Alvis E. Jones, and Derby contest and_other major danger the recovery program and
3 days under name of Powell.
said Mrs. George Ritchie of Atlan- district chairman. presided at the
Raven said that he stayed hidden
Paul Blalock,
projects which the Farm Bureau might -also jeopardize the future ta. Ga.. Tuesday. "where one of the morning session.
,,-'I' met William Lcmay als Grey_after dark. Along with Vf-Rudy Hendon has served as pres- is sponsoring in the county.
of the United Nations. 'The pro- finest cancer control services in the
hound Bus Station in 1Memphis on
Mrs. Garnett Jones. local chairron
Mitchell,
Post-Intelligencer
ident and leader of the Farm flu-,
Door prizes including hybrid seed posal was not expected to muster
or about Wednesday. Februrary
country is available."
man of the cancer drive, introducnews commentator. I was the firSt
reau program in the county for corn, will be given to the farmers enough votes to pass.
26. William and I registered ah
national ed the speakers at the luncheon.
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person other than the law enforcethe past five. years.
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ated women of the Farm Bureau, the ladies at their meeting.
continued discussion of the new apI registered as Nick Powell. Willuncheon here to representatives of lined a program for the drive which
after his sensational escape from
propriations bill for the state, comliam couldn't get a room and didn't
nine counties in the first district is to begin April I. The local fund the tourist Cabin. Later in a Piper
merce and justice departments and
register so spent the night with me.
who met to launch a fund raising raising campaign is sponsored by
Cub, I flew - with Joe Arendt,
the federal judiciary.
Left Memphis and went to Evansthe Murray Woman's Club.
campaign to begin April 1.
WTPR radio station announcer,
ville, Ind., and stayed at Vendome
Other developments:
over the wooded section in which
Assisting Mrs. Jones here will be
Mrs. Ritchie had reference to the
Hotel
across
from
Greyhound
TAXES--House Republican tax cancermobile which ,will visit any Mrs. J. A. Outland who will have
the
fugitive
was
believed
to
be
Temperatures
dropped
below
Bus Station all day Saturday,
spokesmen were reported ready to coanty in the state -On the invita- charge of the Homemakers Clubs,
hidden.
normal over the northern portion
February 28 and Sunday, the 29th.
settle for an income tax cut AI tion of the County Medical Society. and Charles Baugh who will conLemay and Raven stumbled into
of the nation from tile Rocky
Checked otil about 5 p.m.. caught
about $5.000.000,000 this year. The The speaker also reminded the as- duct the drive in the civic organthis 'Weat Tennessee area where
mountains eastward to the Appabus about 7. went, to Indianoplis,
House has voted a $8 500.000.000 re- ithering that May 13 is the 35th izations and the schools.
lachians today, lessening the danger authorities already were alerted Ind. Both went to York Hotel on
duction but the Senate is expected -..oirthday of the American Cancer
for
bandits
who
robbed
bus
passIn the afternoon. Charlie Taylor of further flood damage in the
Nort4 hitinois Street. Registered
to scale it down to between $4.500,engers on the highway near MemSociety, 4and that the goal this of Mayfield, who is educational di- middlewestern states.
myseif as J. R. Blake. I registered
The Brewers Redmen Kentucky's Darnell 5
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year fa- to raise 11 million dollars rector with the cancermobile, showThe Chicago weather bureau
William under the initial C. or
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high
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basketSubs:
only
Sharpe-B. Ingle:h. Ranto provide for education, research ed a short movie on the cancer said the break in temperatures was . Their capture was described by something.
ball team, advanced to the semi- dolph 2; Hardin-Watkins 4, Heitt, demanding an investigation of a
and service centers. The new slogan trailer and told of the effectiveness due to "an usual high pressure police as a "surprise catch" brought
Checked in the York early the
whose
alleged
high
Army
officer
finals of the Fourth District cage Canup.
about by jittery residents aware of
of the organization is "Accent on of this type of clinic.
system in central Canada."
morning of March 1. Left the
':irregularities"
in surplus property
Score by quarters:
tournament here last night with a
holdup.
the
bus
Training."
The all-day session had an attend: - It said the slow rotation of the
hotel about 7 p m, went out to
13 24 32 50 selling reportedly cost U. S. tax62-27 victory over the Murray High Sharpe
The confession of William T.payers millions of dollars. Chair- . At the morning session Mrs. T. C. ance of 43 members of the Ameri: system caused northeastern winds Lemay. age 17. who gave his ad- the plaee we robbed alone in a
Hardin
12 23 27
- Tigers.
over much of the nation.
man Charles W. Tobey. R.. N. H., of Carroll. state commander from can Cancer Society.
Sharpe edged Hardin 50-45 in
dress as 410 Joseph Avenue, Nash- taxi. Located on Bluff Road. the
Grand Forks. N. D. was the
L. U L. Club. and, decided this
Afternoon Games
the banking committee said he Shelbyville, told the audience that
the other game of the night session
ville, Tenn., was made .to Sheriff
coldest spot in the, nation today.
would be. a good place to hit.
Calvert City trimmed New Con- wants to find out why former there are now 18 cancer clinics in
C. J. Williams and Chief of Police
A' to go into the semis.
The temperature there dropped to
cord 48 to 35 and Benton trounced -Brig. Gen. Vernhard A. Johnson the state. She pointed out the-littlewas Owned by Rail Hoss. Went
The high-scoring edmen. beginW. G. Smith as follows:
14 degrees below zero. It was -10
Kirksey 63 to 30 yesterday after- has not been court martialed for known fact that more children be- March 8-Coldwater 9- 30
ning a defense of their regional
"I left Nashville. with a blond back to hotel to get William and
noon in first round tilts of the his conduct as head of the foreign tween the ages of 5 and 19 die March 8-Outland 1:30
at Fargo. N. D., -9 at Pembino.
. title, picked up a 16-2 lead in the
headed 'boy who said his Ilattl was left there immediately by taxi.
Fourth, District net tourney.
N. D. and -2 at Kenross in the
liquidation in China in 1948. Sen. from cancer than from all the March 0-Brooks Chapel 9:30
• first quarter and continued to pile
Johnnie Scoff. Stopped in Evans- Hit place between 12 and 1 a.m.
eastern portion of upper Michigan.
The Wildcats started fast and led John J. Sparkman, D., Ala . also a other communicable diseases com- March 10-Almo 10:30
up the margin as the game proville, Ind. Pulled robbery Monday When we left hotel, went to VinThe cold weather eased the
all the way but never managed a banking committee member, sec- bined. In addition. 82,000 men and March 10-Training School 2:00
I' greased.
night. Met Rayburivat *yanstsitle_ cennes Hospital to steal a car.
main threat to the flooded regions Planned to di this jib Sistiday Didn't 'find one and went over to
Twenty-seven of Brewers' points, comfortable margin until the final onded Tobey's call for a full inves- 89.000 women died of cancer last March 15-LynnsGrove 9:00
period. MeLemore led the winners tigation.
in the mickilewest-that of meltMarch 15-New Concord 1:45
year.
exactly as many as the Tigers made,
night. Started back toward Mem- drug store and called another cab.
with 19 points.
ing snow flowed into flooded phis, stole 1941 Cadallac from Ope- Went to Rail ',Hoes resident :it
were from the free throw line. The
rivers.
25 East 62nd Street and waited
Benton's Indians broke loose with
Htidmen took 49- shots from the
The weather bureau said the
for him to arrive home from Club.
gratis mark as the result of 34 a terrific scoring barrage in the
heavy blanket of .snow which fell
When he and wife arrived we took
fouls called on the Tigers. Brew- first three periods and finished the
earlier in the week was unbroken
his wife -in the house and tied her
ers cornmitteed 22 fouls and Mur- fray with reserves. Cole was top
from the central Rocky Mounup. wipi Nylon hose, pulled cover
ray made good on 13 out of 26 at- man for the winners with 18 marktain regions to the Atahtic coast.
over her and left her in bed. AR
ers.
tempts.
ST. LOUIS NATIONAL STOCKLight snow continued to fall :n
this time we had a gun on her and
Lineups:
Barney Thweatt, Brewers guard,
,
0-rUSDAYARDS. March 4 11.11
Colorado and snow flurries were
Hoss. I put him in the front seat,
Pos. N. Coneded 35
threw in 19 points to pace the win- Cal, City 48
Livestock:
'
reported in Ohio and Indiana.
between me and William. and I
F J. Winchester 6
ners. Hackett. a Murray substitute, Walker 3
salable
10,000
agatnst
Hogs
11.000,
Snow was, e.pected-in sections at
the-car - back to the club
Solomon.
-Thurman
-scored eight to lead-ins- team
yesterday.
Market
uneven.
11,000
ag the way across towns About
Sett.--Ward said he would intro- the north atlantic states today
Williams 11
Gov. Earle„C. Clements last night the state for $1, and to sell the
Stiarpe led at each quarter mark Tarkington 10 C
Wednesday's
to
$1
50c
lower
than
7 people were still
The stub, we
Dowdy 15 told-it-group -of .First District legis- buildings for $30.000, which TVA duce -a bill.Thursday calling for an 'and scattered __rain_ was predicted
G
but nutnaged only -a -one-point ad- Capp&1
aVerage..
oocA--r4id-- choice TEl to
-vantage. 24-11, at the half. 'Sharpe McLemoie 19 0 T. Winchester 3 lators that 'he favors acquisition by officials described as a fraction of expenditure of $65.060 for operating for the south atlantic coast area. 230 lbs 23-23 50; top 23.50: 230 to asked them` nicely-10 lay face
The cold weather probably. will
down on the floats- His partner
Subs: New Concord-Coleman, the state of the TVA village at the salvage value.
pulled ahead by five points at the
the village the next two years.
moderate in the western portion 270 lbs 21.50-23; few to 23.25; 270 opened the-safe. I took the money
Kentucky Dam as a part of the
end of the, third canto and held on Wilson, Steele.
The buildings include the admin20.50-21.50; 300 to 350 lbs out of the two
The governor pointed out that he of the northern plains states, the. to 300 lbs
safes and layed
Score by quarters:
Kentucky park system.
to the end.
•
istration, personnel, cemmunity and
had no idea of slighting the Ken- forecaster said, and the warm 19-30.75; 160 to 170 lbs 2250:.23; 130 it on the floor. William 'picked
He also said he is in favor of
Leon Inalish dropped in 22 points Calvert City _____. 13 25 33 46
smaller
buildings.
About 35
few
22.50:
100
to
150
lbs
19_75-2225;
the money up and carried some
tucky Lake park for the village site. weather should spread eastward
9 16 27 35 the Kentucky Lake State park at
for the Green Devils. Ross scored New Concord
buildings are included. The land
to 120 lb pigs 15.25-18.50. Sows 450 to the car. while I put
He said that one would supplement Saturday.
the people
Eggner's Ferry and had approved
17 for Hardin.
would include the village site, the
down
25;
few
lbs
17.75-18
18.50:
the other, and there was no fricin the basement and locked them
Benton 63
?OIL
Kirksey 30 a bill for the issuance of revenue
Lineups:
airport and the golf course.
over
450
lbs
17.25-17.75.
i up. Then we got into the car and
tion between the two projects.
, Carson 6 bonds for the building Of a hotel
Murray 27 Cole 18
Pos.
Brewers 67
Cattle 2.900. salable 2,500; calves fled. Left the L.. IL.L. Club •about
TVA officials pointed out-that ,He suggested to Dahl that im'Turner 6 and lodge ,at the park.
Alevander 3 D.
F
V. Mathis 8
960, all salable. Supply Of cattle 3 a m. We stole car ides someClark 1 Nichols 12
McGee 3
The governor was guest of honor they are willing to sell the prow mediate steps be taken for drawing
Cope 7
light including about 15 loads of where in Indiana. Ran off in mud
Adams 9 at a dinner attended by First Dis- erty to the state at that figure, it Of plans fi-W-the hotel there. Dahl
Hargis 3 G. Phillips 14
Owens 12
medium fleshed somewhere. "I was arrested for
steers. Mostly
Wilson 2 trict legislators.
Rep. J. Ernest it is to he used as a recreation pro- said plans already have been made
Jeffrey .1 Thompson 6 . G
Thirezitt 19
0
kinds. A few early sales medium to disorderly conduct in Meriama,
Subs: Benton-Farmer, Boyd. 2. Jones of Graves county was host at ject, but would not sell at that price to award a contract for facilities at
Stewart 2
Creagan-6s-- G
to private Investors.
They said the park. These would incluae a
good steers at 24-26.50: heifers and Fla, in 1947. I have two snit cases
Subs: Brewers-T. Mathis 5. Dar- Siress 3. Rose, Gilliam 4; Kirksey the ,dinner.
On Sunday, March 7. the Lam- mixed yearlings steady. Few early checked at the Greyhound station
The go*rnor's statements fol- TVA would sell outright or lease bath house, shelters, comfort rooms.
nall 3. -Stone, L. Smith 4. J. Smith --Cain, Magness, - Usrey. Edwards
commissary and other buildings buth College 'Choir of Jiickson. cows sales fully steady. but gen- in Memphis containing clothes.
lowed a report by Sen. Henry Ward the property to the state.
1; Hurray-Miller 6. Adams. Hac- 4,
later Also I have a victrola and some
on
Gov. Clements, ;in response to necessary for the "day" operation Tenn., will sing in the worship ser- eral undertone easier
Score by quarters:
of Paducah and H. F. Dahl, assoktt 8. Shroat 3, Butterworth.
vice at South Pleasant Grove Meth- rounds. Medium to good heifers records at the Majestic Hotel in
Benton
17 36 57 63 ciate director of the state park questions.. Said it ,would not be of the park.
Score by quarters:
These facilities, he said, would odist Church, near Hazel. Ser- and mixed yearlings 21-25 50: good Memphis that the desk clerk is
6 12 19 30 division, of a conference held yea- necessary for the legislature to ap16 33 52 67 Kirksey
Brewers _,
terday with TVA officials, Mal- propriate funds to buy the prop- 'take up all the money available for vices will begin at 11 o'clock and cows 21-22: common and medium keeping for me.
,
2 13 HI 27
Murray
"This statement is true.
David
Nanny of near Almo colm Little. director of properties, erty as he had ample money from the park this fiscal year. The hotel the Rets W. S. Evans, district super- beef cows 18-20; a few canners and
ISignedi Johnny Raven
Hardin 45 was in Chicago for a few daYs Rerbert Barker and Horace Mor- his capital outlay fund. He sugs and Cabins would be built from the intendent of the Paris District, will cutters 14.50-1.7.50: bills and vealSharge\!
Pos.
ers steady: Medium to good sausWitnesr. C. J. Williams SherMiller 3 visit with Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Bid- gan, of the regional studies division. gestep, however, that a bill be bond issue and funds that Might deliver the morning message
ktetesUe 8 - F
The pastor. Rev. C L. Page. urges afrcibulls 19.50-22: good beef bulls
iff of Henry County •
Wilson well. Nanny and I3idwell served 'The TVA officials. agreed. Ward passed, appropriating money for be allocated from the 310,000.000
F
Arent 2
vealers
the operation of the property for bui1d3Bufund voted the governor all rnerpbers to attend and eitends 2 . ; Good wend choice
Witness: W. G. Smith. Chia!
Siren 10 in the Navy and the same'ships said, to transfer approximately
-L.,Iiriglish 22 C
a w6le6rne to all visitors...
by the legislature.
24- ; common and medium 15-23.
acres ot land at the village site to two years.
" of -Police of Paris Tenp.
Rosa 17 during World War II.
.Lampley 11, „ U:
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PLANT - BED. MANAGMENT

Plenty of he
vigorous,
stock plants must be ready for
transplanting early if high-quality
tobacco is to be produced. Enough
plant-bed area should be prepared_
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: WALLACE WITMER CO,., 903 Steriek
Building. Memphis. Tenn.:, 250 Park Ave.. New York: 307 N. Michigan
to provide the pants needed. for
Ave. Chicago: 80 Boylston St, Boston.
the entire crop at the first and
second pullings. The first plants
I-milled from beds are' generally
• free from inasaie, but at each later
palling the plants are likely to
carry more mosaic, which of
course Cause* mareClitica.12. in the
kEallt hl rafass &eat/CUMIN
field. Vigorous, stocky plants are
We reserve the ratto to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor
a real help in getting a good stand.
Sr Public %%nee items which in our opinion are not for the best interest
1 They recover quickly front_the of'
al our readers.
fleets of transplanting, and are. not
easily killed by bad weather,
Thursday Afternoon, March 4, 1948
wireworms or other insects.
12 POINTS TO REMEMBER
1.
elect' fertile. well-draineed
land for the bed, preferably with
Representative Jennings need not feel chesty or proud
a slightly southern or eastern slope
free from shade, especially in the
bec-ause the house of Representatives gave him.,a vote o
forenoon. This is helpful' To pre- tonfidenee.. It musrlbe rememtiered that that SAME House
venting blue mold. Use, a new st
Of Representatives voted in' FAVOR of the LOCAL OPfor the plant bed each year a
TION BILL_ the SAME bill- that brought on the petition
great help in avoiding black
ot
asking Jennings'. resignation. .
rot and blue mold. Be stir that
give
They had to
him a vote of confidence•or by their
the site is 'free from bull nettles
lack of a vote admit that the bill should never have been
and ground cherries, as t .Se may
passed.
carry mosaic.
•
2. Before steaming •r turning.
In the first place Jennings hi not responsible to the
prepare the seed-be
thoroughly
House of Representatives -for his .actions. He is.responsible
so that only a ve
slight raking
- to the people_of: Calloway county who .sent him to the
will be necessary before sowing
General AsAembly to vitte the way they want him.t0.*the seed. Deep
rsing results in•
,The House of Rejiresentatives labeled the petitio
-n,
weedy beds.
signed by honorable and sincere voters of Callowaycounty,
3. Fertilize
ith a complete :eras "unpatriotic and unamerican.:'
til Fertiliz
suck as 6-8-6 or 4-8-4
at the rate $f not more than 40
And what, we ask, is unpatriotic and unamerican,
pounds f
each 100 feet of' bed
when these good Calloway people only ask that they be
12 feet
de.'and rake in very
represented the way they want to be and the way they
h
A low-potash fertilizes
have a right to be.
CONWAY. Ark. March 4 , UPisuch
s 4-12-0, is ,preferable for
A. person elected to public office is committed to let
Ah Arkansas college biologist toa
SuIt berned bed - Caution:
lay lamented the "astonishing
hI ow,e, views of a question be set. aside. irc favor of the
He •y fertilizing of plant beds
,Nat
,te"
of present agricultural
pepple he represents: or.in favor of a law already estabi
v put too much soluble salts
A weekly feature prepared by members of The Calloway C..ewnly
.nethods and - predicted the day is
. lished.
the soil.- which in'lry••weather
.
•
Farm Leaders orgiusization and dedicated to better tannings
- •••it when a license will be- requircauses the plants to yellow and die.
Over eight hundred members of a lock
-iraurch sent a
• d for commen•iiil farming.
4 Sow 2 to 3 level teaspoons of
telegram to.Governor Ciements. asking that he veto the
. Dr. E. A. Spessard, a biology pr
cleaned and tested seed to 100
hill. The Murray Ministerial Association sent a telegram
SEWING BALING GR.ASe-1 S • hut,
Orchard grass is lessor at Hendrix college here. eweather
feet of bed 9 "by - 12 feet wide.
to the Governor asking that he veto the bill. The action of
and CLOYEUS
•not so 's'inter hardy. ..nd unless scribed his experiments in h i roSeeding may,be Oonis• as soon as
..... seed
ponies
his
book,
in
these groups is automatically a condemnation Of the action
"The
is
sown
by
early
Tan
October it is
Are weather
By.
periiiits, which is usually
Corning",
published
better
this w k.
to Wait till late winter.
of any person who may have voted for this bill which Bobby Grogan. Agriculture Teach- t
the last of February-or.
Hachop,aiics
is the nain , applied
er Murray Training School
could bring liquor back into this county.
I Red clover, sweet clover. I4ino
Perhaps the most favorable time
nks and
1 clover, and white clover &oak! to growing plants in
When nearle'a thousand people of the county have
for seeding is from the firat to the
Feed crops must be produced
feeling them by flown
chemical
be
seeded
in
the
-frozen
.thonevmiddle of March in southern and
thus openly expressed their disfavor on the liquor bilLand economically if the livestock is to
solutions
through
steri
zed
sand
to
combed'ground
during February
western Keotucky, and,from March
consequently.-- their disfaVor of the vote of theirrepreseiitatheir
roots.
Dr.
S
rd
.said
the
!flake rn4'n.Y. This sulvir
'
ent la or vet. earl
Mareli If snob 'a
tO to March 30 in central and
ye. we feel that it is only right and .proper that they have true .arry year but should be em freeze
nNi: Co. be had, wait uril prot'eSS eliminates problems of northern KerAticky. It is a mistake
poor-ioir-flood-drought.
-short-isground is dry enough to
to work the ground when it is
because of the margin of profit'
a proper democratic procesci, then %t hat is.
harrow, then harrowing should ens the growing season. improves wet in order to, sole early.
•
is
expected
less
for•the
to
be
farmquality
and
incr
ascs
yield,
Those ,theatrical tears of joy .shed by our representafollow seeding.
5.. To distribute 'the wed evenly,
er.
"It will at
long," the author
tive ihould have- been tears of remorse over the bitter demix it with screened wood ashes,
if grasses were not sown last said. "until
The reason that the .nargin of
e incompetent will
nunciation -by his own people.
profit %ill be less is .because the fall.--cio.not wait Jan this coming not be alio • to grow food for fine sand, or commercial fertilizer.
farmer will . probably pay about tall to seed them. A large number other than heir own constimption. Goipg over 111Se" bed. wvcral times,
the same price for what he buys of farmers arc buying fescue'. and Ti' farm ter .profit will require sowing part of the seed each time,
assures even distribution.
one year from now to •make his Ladino cloVe^ seed noSe to sow in pr
pr. per sensing as required new
6. Box the bed tight. using 1"
the near future About 15 poure4s Per t
mg. doctoring and preachAt a meting Tuesday night. the
'medit.ii elaft. of the crop, and at the same date receive
x 6" material. Use a good grade
of fescue and 2-3 pounds of ladioo ing
Murray Hospital voted to accept the standards of the less for the products he sells. ,
tobacco cotton. Draw 'it over the
If _this is true, the,farmer must, clover seed are recomended for
high cost of --ig• norance is
American College of Surgeons as a goal to he attained by
give Much cOnsideration to the I this mixture Many favorable com- ref cted in present loWesstandards boking boards and fasten to the
that hospital.
top of the boxinc boards and listen
. • -- • feed crop that can be produced' ments are being 'received from
eating thrnuchout the worldssin
4e-She side of the board. Tait will
Thismorion inea:ns a lot to the people-nf Murray and most economically. thfost authori- farmers who have had the mixture
e ina‘nutrition due to lack of
keep out flea beetles and cutwortins,
Calloway county, for
means that•the strictest of regula- ties agree that feed produced as a pasture.
eential elements because of imThe fertility Of the soil is an ririiperly erown plants for food of tobacco cotton.
tions muSt be ildheredi to. ThejOspital closest to Murray from the pasture cost less than
T Control wildfire and mgular
one-half ',aa much as harvested important factor in choosing •
now having that rating is in Paducah.
beast and man, and in the awful
waste of food traneportation, food leafspot in the plant Led Whsn
feed as produced pasture mixture. Various seed m
When our hospital reaches. that,goal, it will indicate Iced .Also
the first true leaf appears apply
tures can be obtained by coot et- storaj a, and political
that we will have a medical center second to none in this through pasture less erosion and
blundering," bluestone-lime
mixture .3 pounds
or he said.
Machine Itukes place than if pro' ing the extension of worke
area.
eran
duced by cultivation' for feed agriculture teachers and
Dr. Spessard predicted thel in copper sulfate. 4 pounds lime. and
the-future practically all highly 510 gallons of water. with a sot-inPastures provide a better method teachers, of this county.
It is very impoitant t t ceris- perishable foods will .be grown kling can, through the canvas
of returning manure In the soil
seeding, from aecciad - floors where they and then again 8 to 10 days later.
and at. the same tune , makes --the tied aced he used., unit
on pro- are consumed to reduce waste (rem This should be applied at the rate
is to be done by the
land more productive
A profitable pasture should con- clueing his own seed This pre- spoilage and v.st of transporta- of 1 quart, per square, yard. Ste
sure to sprinkle all the plant bed
sist of a mixture of both grasses Caution wilt prevent uying ailld tion.
s
Bs H %Ft sties iS N11( 1101.a
including the sides of the bed
onions or other no ous weeds in
and
By
legumes.
using
the
two
Hydroponics.
toDr.
Spessard 5..id.
United Pr.-- 'tiff (
pendent i and Les. which ihey are wearing gether
that may not be covered by the
seeds
.•
•
-will
the
nitrogen
feed
content
the
of
the
hungry
parte if the
I in the 80th congress for tkte first
Inoculation
c ..-cr seed should aivorld. and food will be availaba• canvas. For very large beds the
grasses is greatly increased Also
WASHINGTON.• March 4 ••1)
..-- I nine.
mixture,. may be sprayed directly
oveiloo
the
not
This
be
is
.
"all
a
longer,
the
season
progrowing
is
time, anywhere."
It rats 10.30 in the morning. an 1 They used to show.
up .in any vided -since grasses and clovers cheapea way
adding the imHe said 'the-attack on insect and from a tank on a wagon through
lama and a h If. befors. s-•••
II
ue
I-- -- - old thing Then one day one of are
dormant at different limes portant. expen ve element. nitro- other plant enemies Will be more a hose equipped with' a large
of Repreeentectscs would be rap- 1 the western
kids appeared wee:- during the year.
successful than the present stand- no7.71e of the type used on a
•
• - gen to the s
ped to order. .
. mg a bright red „jacket. looking
sprinkling can.
ard practices.
As
practice.
a
usual
most
grasses
.: Down on the Hoar. a couple like a cow poke. He -caused quite
More Wha 365:000 children be"It tees my dream," he said. "that/ 8. Control mosaic Plants become
should be sown in the fall because
dozen kids were playing congress' a- corninetion. The house had hearthe,' will make growth dur•nig....the tween 5 at 19 sears of agt• in the through this simple•deeice-this lit- infected with mosaic (nen the
man. One boy. isearieg flaming mgi and treird ,that some of the
time Mit the ground isn't •frosen United S 'Os are so handie.aPped tle growing tank--the whole world hands of workers who chew
red hair and .a fateful of
. heckles.-i
, lb-year-Old - boys looked too mitten
need special _et/cation, might ran•• more quickly into pips- !-Inoke barn-cured or "homespun"
tempia,atures not too low. They that ehe
l
ard
sat -with his feet draped over the like _freshmen corigressrrien for the
can usualle ,
i tand 'freezing weather accords g to the National Society seseton of its dolly bread: that tobacco Th prevent mosaic the
seat in front of-him. Fre. thumbed • comfort . of freshmen congressmen.
frosts much better than for Crippled Children and Adults. through it we, who differ so Mitch pockets of the workers should be
!‘ his vest and blew a billow toWard :that is. E.; a lave was passed_ Une, and liteavy
from land to land, yet are so much brushed clean and the hands
------pie ceiling.
•
I
forms
a
alike. -might find a way to help thrOughly scrubbed before going
"Now you take the • Maishall 1'Many of the boys who •fill the
the _plant bed, and
_the workers
_other even 4/41-- we --help-otic-Plan.- -he iiii-ci with that worlay I ink- welli,and run the errands.. 1n
selves
look. "We _go.t 39= tov.„..i3tc.,of_4i4ently...,have political ambitions
•
"Theie can be small fear of war
those Iolks over there. What do'themselves: Acioss the years. - a
The natood. developed' by P.eid when all
by 1-A1-1.. F. ELLIS
peoples are well fed," he
You want-to rec. CharleYT World lot of their predecessors in PearLeonard. W. H. Peterson and said.
NEW YORE !UP.- Where are •
War Ill" Nava be ripe for . it ,bciy j•:,os have grown op to 4,.. you nast likely to be killed by an ! M. J .Johnlion, utilizes sulfite *sste
Dr. Spcsserds experiments have
Cannon fodder.1in the- manufacture of lactic acid. been
cengressmen. •
actident'
•
.
•• .,.•
trietCsuccessfully in Miss's"Oh. don't know," his -cornpan- T SO it is not surprig-ing
-1 used in tanning, lacquer and foot Epp,. Texas
That- one
The Nations! thkreaU
and South America.
9 first ,iir the rm•st popular courses
ion - argued. '"We oughtie 0
processing
iridustgies.
erds re:ports it
in the home.
The professor said- his methrris
thing first aria *ski care of our the page taas.`• private „school . is
Ti also Increases the methods are practical on
Tfte home' evor leads .neaths.
any scale-from
•••• own people This is election year gsvei nment. __with the pr demur from' automobile accidents. 'the available for avaiding stream p01.
truck farm with_ tanks. covering
1 Lxou.
know. Red
dipping-into ques3ioh. of politics bureau points out in a new-lsoa. lutiort, the scientists report.
acres of ground. down t•• a tin can
Other -groups of 1,0ys Vire. buns and TolifiCians.
-Safety Jar the -----"'1
ThAlt
droponicuto .an the window aiti
ched else:
here about the house
fro. youngiavs start their classes Look Cites •the .1947 report of thel
calls Tot- ramoval of exeess salfite bf a tenement.
•--floch-, taking tt... uorld apart • and at 6:40. in th-e-morning and, attend National. Safety Council.
ptherwinELfroco•Ajte_ _wabte by_stearti. treat•
potting- it tack together lariat'"-until Shortly before 11130. whin - tgat one out of every' 14 persons
ment, incorporatiorasof malt sprouts -SEEAD TIRE CLARMF11111111
with amaill talk.
they are due to the house floor in 'the United! -States suffered.
and blackstrasi molasses, and inocu• - A front peat story' that ice or_ in committee rooms
disabling injury durirfg 1947 The :cation with a lactic-acid fermentscream IS being high-priced elf thedoorkeeper M.-L 'Meletio. total cost in wages..tnedseal. ex- tion bacteria. The
fermentettwor
Waishingnm got a- rc•udh who his chinae of the boys. sayis Perla(' and property !Os% .amountetIP
market•
We Do All Kinds of
they report, usually requires under
going over, and so did the quest' discifeine is no proulem
f•.• $7.000.900.0DO. the book reports.
eg hours.
Von of rent control. Likewise. the
"We give.'em enough home work
The aim of the book Is to ern- e'••The problem twit--- remains."
coming politital campaigns The in their school to keep thesn oat phosize the dangers •in me honte.1
Dr. Peterson reports -is recovery
pencils est the house speakers of. mischief - They don't nave tOo -and • the -'seriousness of Certain .of
the lactic acid :from the tendesk were lined up the plate was ! much free time oh 'heir hands." risks. The book discusses the COM Tempted material- Our Work allows,
We appreciate pour
spick 'and spa-ri -tire trig -shots veer/he islet
1n6tr. -h-azatiti u-M'er these Fead-• that it can be done_he
...
mem" of
Kt borne. It was time for- a little : Back on the floor yesterday_ the__Insts... ChemacaL _electrical. tin!.
buSiness
goispents, -••irtct we've- been InIttreNTfun. In short' the wee taws' pee- page boys were using up ethal,free gas,. lightning. Meehamcal,
ma- tut with the method hi the labOra*et,
was
session hoe down
snider
time they did have '-That Is, un- ehinery. yard . an
garden. and tory, although we can't be -realFor your
as St is about. that error'every day. til Red haileiened to look up and miscellaneous haraTds, .
t(ve of its efficiency until
try
PLUMBING NEEDS
Fifty-df the kids, each with the see a.couple of congressmen cornA.. supplementary chapter gives -extract-it'd in a pilot plant." we
.
blessing and lecernmenctation ot ing in for the upcoming session.
suggestion:1 for- building a home
The duPont company Pies an.
Call 629
a congressman. make Up the maet
Alt he had to say was 'jiggers:. that takes into account- safety nounfed . development
of a new
,•
getolusite office boy's Vtlib ,in the
. factors which can only be built In eompofind. cle,grred to
prevent
world.
LOZE
-':Pti. DECEMBER -•
at the time of. construction.
•
logaing of .a u{rintobile windOws
Si'E LLSBOLIQ, Pa i U IS i -DaVid
- They- range in age from 16 to 13.
•
• aes
nd eye glass
The elFew corn.
And their take-home pay, after Kelly. 80: a retired wood;rnan...ifidir-Three UniverSity of Wi
Wisconsin pound is known as "Dup.-Mar ahd
1114111 W. Poplar - Phone Gag
taxes. la $196 a month They ham !Sere. .MitS• Wither-88, were mar- snientietti - have developed Siprocass is applied - by cloth Each applica'.
in
nearby
tied.
Little Marsh. It was for converting: paper mild wastes lion lasts several hours,
- It. t ('handler
tp pay for their undo,ms-daric
the cont.! Beset Fitts
_
•
.
4 the second nAirriagelfoni eiicli,
blue iteree'_.itiits wills black ihia•
lot., a product sdisigul 'industrlatly. pony reports.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 15c, per
month, 65c. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $3 50, else.I
_
where $5.50.
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A Just Petition

Better Farming
Calloway County

CIVIL SERVICE JOBS
should not smoke or chew .
workine at the plants bed. Dipping
Board of V. S. Civil Set• The
..
.
the hands in a strong solution of
Eitainineers
for the NashViflevice
time
from
phosphate
trisedum
to time when weeding or pulling District, Cimps of Engioeers. De
plants -will etiminate the dower partment of the Arrny, announce,.
of mosaic- infection nearly eomplet- open. eimpetitive examinations for
ly. Take precautions when weeding Eng'ut.
lzt
hcd.fololo
t.c
'etrunif
S i•i, tc.i‘
plant beds, pulling plants. .and
ir
nigcaliYP
ani.
t''';
setting plants.
ec_hanical. These positions pay
9 In dry weather. water the bed rum $2644 to $4902 per annun.
throughly every 4 to 6 days. 1.1'
- , Employou at will be at construe
50 to BO gallons for each 8 f 4 I lion projects or other field actr.of 12 -foot bed. Watering ,a 1 ge i ities under, the jUrisdiction of th.•
bed is lirborious, -but in aim
'Bashvitle ni•trict or in the Nan- ,
witty I
Sons is necessary if strong,
Office,
obaustu.
plants are to be produced
and additional
growers can afford I .provide 1 information may ne obtained
at
m.ig plant
equipments for wa
'arty first-or-seciaral cLas.s post offk(
beds .rapidly.
Veterans
should
' h
Oergtaard
ez
com
dat%%
t i0os
i oitatsh
!i o
Arppflrio
tworma use 1
10. To destroy
part of paris gr n and. 25 parts 'the Board of U. S. Civil' Servic.
Of wheat - bran
xed with enough ',Examiners. Room 302, U. S. Court.
water to ma c a mash which !house Building, Nashville. tonnescrumbles re ily. Seatter thinly see at the earliest pracUeabl•
over the be -late in the afternoon'- 1 date
11. To ontrol flea beetles, dust
the pla s with a mixture of 1
part op parts green. 5 parts of lea:i
arse te, and 4 parts of hydrated
Apply et the rate of 3-4
I'm
p rid per hundred feet of bed 9
et wide, or use dust containing
percent rotenone applied with
Creomulsion relieves promptly bea rotary hand-operated duster at
right to the seat of the
the rate of 1-2 pound per 100 feet cause It goeshelp
loosen* and expel
trouble to
of bed 9 feet wide;
germ laden phlegm, and afd nature
to
soothe
raw, tender, inand
heal
12. When netting and resetting
flamed bronchial mucous memis finished, destroy" the remainlag branes. Tell your druggist to sell you
plants in the bed to help prevent a bottle of Creomulslon with the undiseases from spreading, and to derstanding you must like the way it
. quickly allays the cough or you are
help control - insects.
to have your money back

1
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Beware Coughs
from common colds

That Hang On

.Uss

our classiness
business.
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CREOMULtION

for Coughs,Chest Colds,Isoodatis

emstho

Biology Professor
Predicts Farmers
Will Need License

•
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argiotti is
be into out
y suits.
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E„ very new U. S. Royal DeLuse is
'engineered for quick, sure stops;
long, safe mileage; smooth, quiet
rid:ne. It's the right tire for you.
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Page Boys Have Regular Session On Floor
Of Congress And Discuss Cost Of Ice Cream
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High Standards For Murray Hospital

I

PEACE'
Snyder
which
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Stand
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U.S. Royal Butyl Tubes hold air
many times longer -fight punctures -make driving safer.
Fewer roadside tire changes.
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HENDON SERVICE STATION
Phone 82

200 North Fourth Street
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FREE!
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Plumbing and
Repairing
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BIG JOHN DEERE SHOW
AT

Farmers Tractor & Implement Co.
BEGINNING AT 7:00 P. M.

Fitts & Chandler

•

VAN

SHOW WILL BE HELD AT DEALER'S STORE
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Dealers See New Tractor
•

S

DARBY ST. JOHN Attl,
1**.

•• By 'ROBERT HAEGER
United Press Staff Correspondent

Valled heft* ***/*. 111.•

FRANKFURT, Germany (,U.P.)—
A strike in post-war Germany is ,a
leisurely opePation designed to
give the strikers aoreet and to inconvenience almost no 'one.
• In pulling ,some 5.000.000 work.of food
ers off the' job in a series
protests walkouts"thisyear, labor,
leaders have -used a gentle system
which'assures that neither ,the occupying powers nor other Germans
will be unduly angered. The ,pattern of peace and quiet
has been followed in state-wide
walkouts in Bavaria and Wuerttemberg-Baden and in scores of
smaller city-wide general strikes.
The German' strike, 1948 model,
goes this way:
A union governing board, alert
THAT night, I saw the light in to the complaints of its hungry
A the old brewery for the second constitutes, calls a 24-hour strike
Edwin Stokes, recently appointed Tenn., Friday, February 27. and retime—and, simultaneously, had a to protest the "raw deal" city
terrifying experience.
e under western Ferguson System tractor and im- ports that irroa- very few days he
dwellers are getting
I must-hate slept moreolightly Germany's black
trade will receive initial shipment of
market-ridden plement dealer for, Muray.
than usual, for it was the faintest
area, has just returned from a one new Ferguson tractors.
•
system.
distribution
fdod
possible sound that I heard. It
day meeting of all Ferguson SysWeek-Ends Favored
"There are many new features
came from the hall, but instantly I
PEACETIME REMINDER—President TrUnlin (left) and Secretary Of Treasury John W.
The chances are they will pick a tem dealers, held i n Nashville, embodied in • the new Ferguson
was Wide awake.
April
15,
Snyder hold poster that will.keyndte special- savings BOyedssales drive beginning
I sat up in bed and listened. Friday for the walkout. 'bat is the
tractor, that will 'result in even
which will be known as the Security Loan The slosan Will be: "America's Security Will Be
Through my open window, I could most popular day because. .comgreater' acceptance of the Ferguson
see the bay glistening beneath a bined .with Saturday and Sunday
TOO. Security," and Savings Bonds Will be known as Security Bonds.
System faArting". said Stokes. "We
full moon. It was while I sat there holidays, it gives the strikers a
feel that we are very fortunate, to
listening that I again saw the'light
be in position to offer help to our
In the building across the bay. This three-day rest. It gives them more
•
farmers, at a time when they are
time it flashed on and off several time to go scrounging tint:wilt the
Protective
(D.
P.)
—
CHICAGO
times, always in a slightly different countryside for food, too.
CHAPTER XIV
badly in need of tractors and im•
policeman's
Hello everybody, every where.
• Labor leaders have been super- funds can make the
plements, and from what we saw at
Grisell and the judge position.
according
one,
less
unhappy
lot
a
Now for the news:
And then, I heard the sound
left, I f0110Wed Roger up again—a sharp, clicking noise from Cautious to ,include in their strike to the chief of Chicago's detec- the meeting, we are confident that
'
calls a specific statement that noMos. Fay Scott, Pontiac, Mich., is
tractors will- become increasingly
the hall.
As a -counsel for labor, he is visiting her parents Mr: and Mrs. to his MOM.
By NORMAN A. CATARELL
body is peeved at the.military gov- tives.
available from now on", Stokes
despairingly.
I
said
mustered
"Roger,"
I
sufficient
courage
to
40,000
powers-ofwith
armed
Chief Walter J. Storms advised, added.
ernment—just at the .German food
'
PITTSBURGH (VP.)—Charles A. attorney. He will file appeals from Pete Self of Murray Route 5. She "whatever possessed you to talk as get out of bed. I crossed the'room
the Illinois state polies association
administration.
"We invite you lo come'see us
argiotti is trying to breathe new previous dismissals from the Third came to get her two children- who you did to Grisell? If you know the quietly ahd opened the door. The
In that way, neutrality of the to follow a plan set up for his men when we have our grand opening,
have been staying with their grand- man you chased that, night, why hall 'was perfectly dark. As my
fe into outlawed portal-to-portal Circuit Court in Philadelphia.
• room was faintly illuminated by occupation power is assured 'and of paying 25 cents a month to a at which time the new Ferguson
parents for the past three months. didn't you say so?" suits.
y
Margiotti wil try to prove:
He looked at me somberly."Don't Die moonlight, I closed the door he keeps his hands off so long as volunta ry organization which tractor will be on display", said
I was sorry to hear that Mrs.
ask me anything, Aunt William. I behind me so as to remain un- no violence breaks out.
would defend them against suits Stokes.
1. That the portal act of 1947 is John
Arnold is sick and her can't tell you Just now."
observed. I stood there quietly for
unconstitutional because it de- mother, Mrs. Bertha Dunn, is also
Chances of trouble , Are slim. for false arrest.
"When did you start seeing some moments, not daring to move.
prives a worker the right to seek sick. We hope they soon get well. Catherine again?" I asked.
Then, Suddenly, I felt a warm Picket lines are tactually unknown
He said policemen frequently
redress. °
"She called me the day of the breath. Someone was standing di- in 1948's general strike-wave. When have to make split-second deciMiss Ethel Fulcher visited Mrs.
funeral. I met her down on the rectly behind me!
everybody walks out, there are no sions when failure to make arrest
2. That hundreds , of thousands Noma Outland a few days ago. •
What I did then was utter mad- strikebreakers. or "unfair" employbeach. She was in trouble."
can be .a -penal offense." and do'of workers
.have done overtime in
Mrs. Elish Williams and her
"What kind of trouble? Is she in- ness. I turned and flung myself ers, and nobody to picket.
ing their ditty can subject.them to
the nation's mills • and factories granddaughter Bobby Jean' Geurin volved in this- somehow? Are you foretard with the fury of one fightFew Rallies Held
suits for false imprisonment. wittiout "just compensation."
visited Mr. and Mrs. Orville Ful- trying to divert suspicion from her ing for existence. My opponent was
Even rallies and mass meetings
-Many Officers have put their
cher and family last Saturday by encouraging Grisell's suspicion no larger than I. We struggled des•
Hired by Workers
•
perately. I realized at once that my have been few. The only places to property in the names of other
of you?"
morning.
But he would say nothing more. adversary had no other desire than hold them are' °indoors or in un- members of their familyoto protect
The former Pennsylvania 'atMr. and Mrs. Orville Fulcher and
some old clothes to get away—while I determined to 'heated halls. On these chill midtorney-general was hired by indi- children. Miss Ethel and little Joe He began to get
their homes and savings," Stormsfrom a drawer, apparently prepar- make a capture. When. clutching winter days that is ,not popular.
of
them
most
workers,
vidual
said.
Edd,
visited
Mr:
and
Mrs.
Richard
blindly in the dark, my lingers Strikers
pioneer 1*
ing to take out the sloop,
rather would stay home
members of the CIO United Steel Self and family Sunday..
Amid the wild disorder of Sweat, closed over a mass of hair. I came
wagon /rains in
If so, here Is how you may get blessed
Carnegie-Iltinois
workers, from
Mrs. Richard Self and her sis- shirts, assorted ties and socks. I to a stabbing realization. My OW absorbing heat from whatever fuel 'Approximately 12,000 tons of steel relief in freeing your stomach from
outlaw torreely.
they can lay their hands on.
this way:
Steel Corp., Sharon Steel Corp., ter Miss Ethel. Fulcher visited lit- glimpsed the blue steel of his old Ponent was a woman!
for—the. produc- this nervous distress. It worksstomach
•
Everytime food enters the
The most popular strike hours
The skirmish was as brief as it
National Tube Co.. and the Home- tle Donny Walker last Sunday. Don- revolver.
h.irseshoes in a Joliet, Ill., vitae gastric juice must flow normally to
tion
of
"I wish you would dispose of was furious. For a moment I lost are midnight to midnight. Actually. plant.
stead Valve Manufacturing Co. ny is very ill and is now unable to
break-up certain foOd particles else the
that," I said. "With so many queer MY grip, my prey eluded me—and walkouts are noticeable only during
food may ferment Sour food. ac1.4 indiThey seek. nearly $245,000,000 in eat_ or talk.
gestion and gas frequently cause I morthings happening,I would feel bet- made for the large bay window at regular eight-to-five working hours.
back pay and damages.
bid, touchy, fretful, peevish, iservoua
Mrs. Ruby Fukher it on the tick ter if you did."
the end of the hall.
they are not opeh to charge of condition. be.of appetite.*der-weights
German
cities
at
midnight
are
- USW. bound under contract list.
-The"Hey, don't yoU start grittily.: I was behind in an instant. _I
sleep, weakness.
orrnant settlements, with no all- endangering • public _ health and restless
To get real relief you must increase
not to "support future or existing
James Fulcher,, Alton. 111.,--it ex- jumpy on me!" he said, with a_ reached the window in time to
safety
tinvitals
and
forces
police
nightrestaurants
of this vital gaistririjuloe.
-or—nightthe
flow
the
hands
as
they
clubs.
—Wasp
clung
tobanter.
"Poor
Aunt
claims," has endorsed ila.ftiendent pected • _home _ soon to . It biz touch of his old
*
cal authorities, in IndepesdIerit laboraon you, the ledge. I stood there tugging Street cars ordinarily stop two -are fully manned during the walk- tory
tests on human stomachs, have by
action by its members because it parents, Mr. and 'Mrs. Orville Ful- William. Been pretty rough
with ail my might, as though with hours before midnight and factory out.
hasn't it?"
positive proof shown that 888 Tonic is
JOHNNY MACK
feels strongly that the portal law cher and his sister Mrs. Juanita
effective in increasing this
"TonunyrotI"I said briskly."Get enough persistence I might pull my , swing shifts don't eaist.
These Sunday-like strike days amazingly
How when it is too little or scanty due
is a "'etolation of the principles of Self and family ot Murray Route that weapon out of here. When a victim up again.
' During ordinary woliting hours, are the dullest in Germany—few to• non-organic stomach disturbance.
•
It
was
a
futile
effort.
The
hands
always
our constitution."
something
gun is around,
This Is due to the 888 Tonic formula
slipped from.. my grasp — and I a strike-bound Germany city ap- work, most stay home, and noth- ithIch contains special and potent actiMiss Juanita Self and her sister, happens."
Not all of the suits up for appeal
pears to be going through a Sunday ing happens.
vating Ingredients.
heard
a
safe
sickening
thud
on
the
will be heard, however. Margiotti. Miss -Ethel Fulchtr visited Mrs.
Also, 888 Tonic helps butte-up nonafternoon. The only' sufferers are
l'UST before dinner,Eva returned flower bed below.
organic, weak, watery blood In nutriwho coosiders them to bulky to be Clarence Cunningham last Sunday or from her drive with Emery.
would-be travelers no street cars
tional anemia—so with a good flow or
handled jointly, has picked the morning.
this gastric digestive juice, plus rich redFrom the living room. I heard her IT MUST have been seconds be'- or long distance trains) and shop- '
*11011 MOM
blood you should eat better,slegp better,
Mrs. Fannie Cunningham is ill at timidly thank him at the door for a
fore I gathered the courage to pers (most stores chisel.
$180.000.000' suit against -Carnegia1114.11411 *19
br, ro.ore
N e,r
A
feel better, work better, play 'Alter
this writing.
anI pre
pleasant time. Then, she went di- look down. When at last I peered
Illinois as the "test" case.
Avoid punishing yourself with over, Utilities Continue
,
over the window sill, the dower bed
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Self had as rectly upstairs,
doses of sods and other alkalizers to
Portal-to-portal iclaims constitu'Union
chiefs
are
careful
not
to
gas and bloating when what
counteract
was
empty. My opponent had dis-After a while, I went up to see
ted a fantastic peitiot! ini court his- their guests Sunday evening Misses
you so dearly need is 858 Tonic to help
get housewives down on them. Gas,
alMeared.
end
huddled
on
the
was
her,
She
food for body strength and
Margie
,
and
Eldigest
Ruth
and
Fat-Wier
you
tory in which Workers sOught nearSomehow, clinging to the wall electricity, and other public utilities
repair. Don't wait! Join the host of
of a sofa in her room. To my astonDestent, BIOVOOS CO.
Ths
A Basketball Story You'll ly $6,000,000.000 in compesation for mus Morris and Toby Runyon.
for
888 Tonic has helped.
support,
I
felt
my
way
to
people
the
happy
operate
at
full
speed
even
in
the
eyes.
her
.
44•41•C••Ouriganctni Att.t.ctal Loret
Ethel Fulcher visited' Mrs. Mat- ishment. I saw tears ingood
Millions of bottles sold (let a bottle of
on-the-premise walking time, time
time?" light switch and pressed the but- -midst of a "general strike."
Manufactory — Established 1910
"Didn't you have a
Stand Up and Cheer!
WS Tonic from your drug Mere today.
Richard
tie
Reed,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
ton.
And
then. I noticed something
spent in changing clothes, host of
540 So Brook St — lautewtIte.1,Ky.
I asked.
888 Tonic helps Build Sturdy Health.
' The labor inch also make lure
other alleged non-productive ac- Self aid daughter, and son, Juanita
She smiled rather tremulously. lying on the rug—a pair of pink
velvet
bedroom
slippers,
lying
Pearl and William Ray, visited Mr. "Don't laugh at me. I couldn't bear
tivities. o
askew.
'and Mrs. Guy Counts and Mrs. it if you laughed."
The toes were designed to resemClaims Extra Time
"I wouldn't think of laughing!
Katie Ellison one day last week.
ble a rabbit's head. Over the instep
"During the war,- Margiotti emguess I had better say "good- But what's the matter?"
with —
rose
the rabbit's pink velvet ears-so happy—"
phasized. "Many plants left only bye" for now. Hope to be back
and one of them was missing!
look
it!"
don't
certainly
"You
era.
gate open for sucurity reasons. next week.-.-"Lone Hand"
I picked up the slippers, snapped
JEAN PORTER
She turned away. "You don't off the lights, and returned to my
That meant a worker sometimes
Al Donahue and His Orch.
know how lonely I've been."
Two slippers — and Nedda
room.
walked an extra mile.
I sat down beside her. "I do that afternoon had carried two
behind hundreds of others
'When he got to the gate he fell in line
then,
tell
me—
Eva.
Now
know,
•
to be checked off by plant guards.
stones out to the dinghy! What
what did you and Emery do to other explanation but that she had
And still he had to punch (he time amuse yourselves?"
waited until Gilbert was asleep to
.
clock at his regular hour."
"We drove out to a little restauMargiotti said most workers were rant near the yacht club at South leave the house and sink the slippers in the bay?
required to change into special Cove."
If Nedda was involved In the
safety clothes. Some, I,e said, spent
"Well now. surely that's nothing murder—and what else was I to
a half hour before and after 'work to cry over!"
think?—I determined that no one
She said in a gaffed voice."What should know about it.
——
''.." .
sharpening tools.
me
again?",
he
shouldn't
ask
if
"We're not interested in mat"What nonsense! Of course he
(To be continued)
ters which concern only a few sec- will."
(The characters in this serial are
onds or minutes. of work beyond
"Do you think so?"
fictitious)
Wept. 11141. by Darby St. John)
the scheduled working hours."
"I'm certain of it."
Margiotti said. — We're after the
Our skilled mechanics, using the most
overtime that runs into hours."
modern precision equipment, do your
'ash for Suits
the mystery of disappearing fish. se
work better, faster.
The suits have their lekal foun'A large otter trawl will acdation under the fair labor standcompany the Albatross and will be
andy net (wage and hour low).- --of
•
used to catch the iTifi.
1933. The act said in a later amend'Skipper Rice hopes to obtain the
men( that overtime should be paid
secretary of interior's permission
for "hours worked" after 40 hours.
"to sell the fish we catch in BosBut the claims became a naBOSTON (U.P.)—Fish swimming ton and 'other food markets at pretional headache when the Supreme
With us, it's not "just another car," but
North Atlantic waters are about vailing prices."
in
Court ruled in the Mt. Clemens
,a valued customer to be satisfied. YOUR
by Uncle Sam. The
to
be
tabbed
"That,"
he
sa-id.
"will
place
sorely
(Mich.) Pottery Co. taw that
CAR WILL BE SERVICED RIGHT
TIDAL WAVE!
government is going to take a cen- needad food on the market and _,
workers could sue .for portal-to—
sus of them for the first
will
help
to
defray
a.
CONFLICT!
expenses."
'
portal compensation.
•
EARTHQUAKE!
There will be no fibbing about
The subsequent portal law bans
TRIBAL WAR!
existing claims, except those corn- ages or other matters when the
DIRECT ACTION
ice
table to amid:Gybe- ih000tth 11,5__Fish and Wild Lif
1000 THRILLici
TRICHADT, Ind. (UP) -Icontract, custom or practice. The starts its census about April 1.
"We'll count the filth tv,
' age Britton believes in prompt action. k
bast inellOtee_activoitialr-taking pIate
during the _workday as well as grouparu said Capt. Marvin G. Rice When a motOrist drove into the
before and after, and covers the of Gloucester, skipper ,of the cen- front porch of his home, Britton
wage-hour law, the Walsh-Healy sus-taking ship Albatross. "We got a chain to anchor the 'car to
have a positive means of ascertain- the house while he and the driver
and Bacon-Davis acts.
Margiotti's arguments before the ing the age by microscopic pro- discussed the setUement of damnages.
circuit.court contends that the ban jection of fish scales,
•
•
"This will tell us the age of the
deprives a 'worker of his "vested
•
right- to file suit for overtime fish in much the same way as
which was worked prior to passage ridges determine the age of a tree."
The Albatross. with Rice antl a
of the portal law.' .
22-man crew, will take sevelal
years •In complete a "fairly accurate minis- of haddock, cod, flounder, halibut, and other food fish on
1
Georges aBnk, the Gulf of Maine
and off Nova Scotia.
5 4 .kseet!
Al
To Probe Mystery
Federal authorities, faced with
VARSITY-THEATRE.
the loss of haddock and other fish
"Green Dolphin Street."
Phone 373
from the great .feeding grounds of
Seventh and Main
(2 Hrs. 21 Min.)
•
the North Atlantic, hope to obtain
Feature Starts: I:0043:38-6:21-9M. statistics that Will aid in solvilig
Dried Skimmed Milk

BOIADS ANNI

ORTAL PAY SUITS AGAIN
P FOR COURT DECISION

Mountain View-News-

Mrs. Wilhelmlna Longtree, who
tells this story laid in Westgate
on Puget Sound, is dismayed
when her grandson Roger, after
quarrel with his fiancee, Catherine Page, marries and brings
home a night-club singer. Penelope, who, on a previous visit to
Westgate, created havoc with her
flirtations. Nedda, the wife of.
Roger's brother Gilbert. hates
Penelope for trying to vamp Gilbert at that time. Roger ,soon
regrets his marriage, but Penelope refuses his request for a divorce. That (aliening, Mrs. Longtree and her Triend Judge Havoc
find Penelope murdered in the
rose arbor. Roger has disappeared. The next morning, he returns
with a story of having been
knocked out by a prowler he
chased. Mrs. Longtree finds a
piece of pink velvet near the arbor. A few days later, when District Attorney Grisell questions
Roger, the latter makes damaging admissions, implies that he
knows the man he chased, but
refuses to identify him. Meanwhile, Eva Hallick, a wealthy
but homely and pathetically
lonely girl, has been a house
guest. having never had a beau,
she's surprised and even frightened when Emery Fortner, a shy
young man, asks her to go for
drive that afternoon.

She seemed reassured. Her head
sank tiredly against the back of the
sofa.
"Yes, of course he will." she said
wistfully. "Because Emery's lonely,
too. He needs me, I think. ."
We fell silent while I pondered
that. Things were moving faster
than I had expected.
When I said something a few
minutes later, she did not answer.
She was asleep. I took a comforter
from the bed and covered her.
While I was about it, Hilda came
1n.
"She's sleeping," I said. "I'll send
dinner up later."
Hilda took one look. "She's been
crying," she said, so that I felt accused. "Heaven knows, ma'am,
Miss Eva has shed enough tears for
one lifetime ..."
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Conference whic.h. will be . held
The general meeting of the
friends gatiii*zred at the home of
Plans for a dress revue aeie
The theme of Iht program was April 30_21
training _ meeting sae Mr. auul Mrs. Hester"Hugh Brown WSCS met in the Methodist Church
'Safety.- when the P.T.A. met yesMrs. A. B. Austin gave ausapset +made at a
Saturday afternoon, February 7, at at 2:30 Tuesday afternoon.
terday afternoon at three aealock on the Youth Center.
leaders of Homemakers
2:00 o'clock and honored Glenda
rrirA. F. Doran. -president. preMr. W. B Moser was in charge of
Refreshnients were `served to ap- Clubs Tuesday. March 2, in the-Ex- Jane Brown on her seventh birth-'
sided over the business meeting.
' * the Program and he demonstrated proximately one hundred members. tension Office aseenibly room.
day.
Mrs. Roy Farmer gave a report
...e411 '"441- 'eighth 111w4e--it-y the'hostesses, mothers of the
4/
The honoree received many nice on.student activities and Miss Ann
This. was the last of six training
bays -svitar -tar 'La rave- o;..464".teventh afire/eat+ trade students.
meetings in dress construction gifts. The afternoon Was enjoyed Kv2 Gibbs made a . request for
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The Cora Graves Circle of the
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Glenda Jane Brown.
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School gave an iiitereating safety North Fourteeritataiitrees....
• • •
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Woman's
James
Mrs
North fourth-Street
Sh.piey 1,-at weekeed,--.-They-auessaaat . a'
kins. airs_ Jack Below. M.S.
• .a/ . —
*
Ledgar 4k- Times
Be-lots and the gueit Mi.-, Ruth enroUte to Florida for a three
utter
The/Coma Graves Circle of .Cellegoalaresbyterian Church will meet
at 7:30.
Ibudiss. March 11
The Mattie Bell Hays Circle tit
,he First Methodist Cburch will
it.eet at 7:30 with Mrs. Albert Tracy
203 North Sixteenth street.
•

Cora Graves Circle
Meets At Home Of
- ard
Mrs. Rex Synderga

GroupT Meets At 777
Christian Church.

3
PHOTOS
25c
SATURDAY

The closing prayer was given by
Mrs. George Bell.

Group Of Womans
Council Meets With
Mrs. A. Carman

Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Melugin
have spent the 41)tist two Weeks
with their daughter Mrs. George
Henry and family in Jonesboro,
Group I of the Woman's Council Ark...
of the First Christian Church met
•
at 2:3(1 Tuesday afternoon in the
W. F. Robbins of Paris.
Mrs.
social room of the church with Mrs.
Telma has been visitineher daughotry Paschall and Mrs. James ter. Mrs. James C. Williams and
Overbey as hostesses.
Mrs.- H. C. Corn, chariman, pre••
sided over the routine business,
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Langston
and Mrs. 011ie Barnett gave the
and children of Paducah were Sundevotional.
day guests of Max Hurt and family.
A very interesting program was
presented by Mrs. Rupert Parks
Mrs. George Edd Overbey and
and Mrs..01lie Barnett whose subsons Don and Bob visited Senator
ject was "Wartime Emergency and
Overbey in Frankfort last week.
Ministerial Relief." A picture was
• •
aRev.
Jarman
by
Robert
shown
bout the "Missions In India."
The hostesses served delightful
refreshments during the social hour,

Group II of. the Wornah's Council
of the First Christian Church met
at 2a30 Tuesday with Mrs. A. Carman, Main street.
Mrs. R. M. Pollard, leader, presided and the devotional was given
by Mrs. Claude Rowland. The speaker, Mrs. W. J. Gibson,
had as her subject "Our Ministry
01 Mercy.. The hostess and Mrs. 'Charlie
Shroat, cohostess. served delicious
refreskunmats to the fourteen anemia
hers who were present.
.•• •
Don Overbey, son of Mr. and.

Mrs. George Overbey is reported to
be improving satisfactorily following a tali two weeks ago in which
he sustained a broken foot.

• LOCALS

THURSE

•

MAI
MOT

40,000 Buttons Maki.
Prized Collection

Temple Hill W.S.C.S.
Meets Monday
The Temple Hill W.S. of C.S. met
Monday for an interesting program
in the church.
The members are using new literature on missions and world friendship. Members and their guests
are urged to attend these meetings
for the study and worship.
••
Miss Barbara Diugutd had as her
weekend guests Miss Martha Moody
of Dyersburg and Miss Margaret
Brady of* Mayfield.
S.
Mr. and Mrs. Hall Hood spent
the weekend in Louisville as guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Et. H. Hood Jr.

I UP --Harry Bird
SEATTLE
started collecting buttons as a
hobby in 1940 and today he has
more than 40,000, believed to be
the" largest collection of its kind in
the West.
Bird's buttons crane in all sizes
and shapes, the largest-nearing a
likeness uf the Gibson Girl-sbeing
four inches across., The smallest
made of transparent glass, is hardly visible to the naked eye.
Bird has buttons from governors
and former governors 'of 44 states. s
Gypsy Rose -Lee -salt -Bird a but- ton with a note:
"I only have three buttons to vy
name, but one of them is fcle you,
old pal."
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AT KEACH'S IN HOPK1NSVILLE

SAVE $1.00 PER SQUARE YARD!
ON all Broadloom Carpet...
PURCHASED NOW AND
THROUGH NEXT WEEK

COME • • LOOK • • •
The New Stock Is Here —
Startling New Patterns
SH(ft" REACH'S RUG DEPARTMENT

_ •

—get the benefit of FULL ROLL PURCHASES. Broad-lootn carpeting is cheaper when purchased in full rolls—and we
give that sating to YOU!

See these new rug colors and learn
• why they're .extra desirable. BASIC
—colors approved not only by rug stylists, but by manufacturers of other home
fdnishings who are keying fabrics and
accessorieg to harmonize!. BHF colars
—BASIC NOME FURNISHINGS:
Choose your rugs gnd know. you can
match them in draperies and upholstery
mate al
BH-F
ft. 11611,1POrri11 Axrn
co4or group —
-Now only $0.45 sq. yd.

12' Roll Velvet .Broadloom—hi-pile
rug _of luxurious quality--RHE color
;croup — Shenandoah Green—Reduced $1.72 yd. .. Now °illy $11.95 sq. yd.

Roll VelvreTwistweave--14.-Altio- .
color group—. ander-SibinI —
9' Roll Axminster Hook Wig Design—
—A-dirOodaek--Bergu•idY, reduisr$1.50
BHF color grbilp — Great Shokey
,
Now onlY-$10.45 sq. yd.
Yd.
Now °lily'$4.45 mi. yd.
Grey
•
•
•
Roth 9' and 12' 11.0pA from same run
9'. Roll 8 Rnw Axntinnter—Luef De
— mätW Perfee•Iy—Axmtnster LEE
— litIF color graup — Sierra
'sign
Etaige.
Cod
Cape
—
color group
i;
at
--Brown
141131-----Now ---

4

Broadfelt in
9' widths, only, sq. yd. $9.65
411 Mai
- -*

Axminster.

Axminster
....11x6
14.97' ...ONG. Axminster
:.9x7 l?eau'ais Ax.

J. 0. Pat

Patents
-and Calfs

March 4. Thursday-Senior recital,
Mary Jane Adait piano. Leslie
Fred Knepper. tenor. 8:15 via
Itairch_5, Friday-Speech tournament. Commerce club banquet
at National hotel.
March 11, Saturday-Kappa Delta
.P1. initiation banquet at dimIna hall.
March t. Tuesday-aBand concert.,
8:15 pm
March la, Wednesday-Chapel. Mr.
Willis Sutton, speaker, from
AtIth.a. Ga.
Mirth 11. Thursday-Senior recital.
Steve Laitanation; claainet, as,11d Pat
sisted by Roy Hines .111
croghan.• voice, 8:15 p.
March 12,_froday,-Alpha PS: Car'
ga, initiation banquet'at club
house. A.C.E. film for Train'
mg school in auditorium, 1110.
In 3:30 p.m.
'
5rareh 13, Saturday-St. •Patrick:s
party. stUdent center.
_march M. Sundaja-"Cauciftxiona' in
auditarium at 2:30 pm, directed
Mr.Putmari

CO
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Homemakers Clubs
Schedule

Two
Thre,

'Marais -5 .I.s.an Glove Club at 110
p.m.. in home of Mrs. Leon Chambers.
•

Tract

Trail
Praci

Traci
Two
Sevei
Furn
Stove
Harn
Two

as eharrw441 as the first violets and' daffodils! Wear them with your vivid prints and crisp taffetas, your

$45.00

now and right through Summer. Sandals or slings, with and without platforms in many

.styles and heel•heights. Also in grey and cocoa suede, blue, green and red calfskin .

as soon in Vogue

Thi

$29.00

. $6.95 to

and Charm

. $39.00
$45.00

If yo
aucti

..7'6x9 Fervak Ax. $45.00

Keach Furniture Co.

Littleton's
•

"The Big Store -- 9 Floors- -Keach's Has It"

-

1

College
Calendar

crepes and sheers

. .93(8'6

•

206 E

. BROADLOOM SPECIALS
9x12 Axminster
ODD'SIIS
All-Wool Rug . . . . S49.00
Lovely Fringed.
Throw Rugs (27x48) S3.95

US
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FOR SALE-Popular brand cigarettes, 15c with purchase. 1 quart
Marco Perin motor oil Free with
each oil drab). Pay for 4 quarts
DON'T FORGET our Auto Auction and get 5 quarts-Always less.
Sale every Saturciay beginning at Martin Oil Co., Second and Main
M2741
1010, rain or shine. $2.00 if they St., Murray, Ky. '
don't sell, $10.00 if they do len.
FOR
SALE:
Triple
AAA
100
yard
Anybody can sell ... anybody can l
canvas $10.75. It. C. Swann, Lynn
bug-Main Street Car Exchange ,
Mip
Auction
liopkinaville I Grove
&V.
FOR SALE: 1941 Ford station wagon excellent condition, new 6
NOTICE - LOOK - LISTEN- ply tires $900 cash, would take
During this cold weather is the older car as trade in, Murray
time to have your refrigerator phone 759-W
Map
completely gone over and any
trouble corrected-repainted, belts, FOR SALE-Horse and mare, corngaskets,
replaced and avoid ing 5 and 6 in spring; 16 hands
trouble in hot weather -Carter high, good condition. Good workSales and Service, Tel 13, Paris, ers together. Also wagon in good
Marne condition-Two miles east of
Telephone 735-M-4-James
Iltrridon.
M4p

Notices

k Salesmen Wanted
•

sifted&

ELISSIIIIB

egg

R SALE - Sewing machineWeadle. Sews good, $15.00. Picktreadle. Sews good, $15.00. Picks
up trailer,- excellent condition,
good tires, reasonable-1609 Hamilton Ave. Garage apt. upstairs in
rear.
M5p

• USED .CARS
AVON COSMETIC COMPANYWidely advertised and well known,
TIRES
offers. woman in Murray wonderful earning opportunity. Write
P. 0. Box 465, Owensboro, KenSHOPWORK
M4p
. tuck,y.
STOP! STOP! STOP! This is
-Ride now and
pay.
.
•MAN
WANTED for Rawleigh bus- worth money to you. See our speclater
mess, no experience or capital ial seat cover deal- Barnett de

LO-O-KS
As Long As They Last-

Kerley, home and auto supplies.
Firestone products. Your 'friendlystore. next to Bank of Mumay.
Phone-135.
M5p

necessary. Sales ,easy to make and
profits large, full or part time,
start imngAtiately. Write Rawl
eigh's, Dept. KYB-1090-190, Freet
port.111.
lp

6:50-16 U. S. Royal
and Firestone
First Grade Tires

For Rent

I

Services Offered

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS

ruzzta

I Reds' plant Field training base.
'"4e was us'ihg one, of those light,
H
A
E I IL :toothpick models the boys seem to
&CROSS
33—To make lifeless
35—Pertaining to A_
I
A
I
T
ATE.
the wind
favor today with those silly whipBEV I
CAT
E
37—Wager
4—Titled man
ping handles," Jewel added. "Well,
98—To relate
0—To observe
ES A U
40—Night before
12—N•tives of U 8.5.
I knew he must be_ wasting alot of
NT
oz
A
41-8treet iabbr I
14—Foot
i power and I didn't see any reason
T
42—Water bird
15—To deal out
44—Toward
16—Suffis:
• SA
1or that '
46—Man's nickname
17—Spouse
47—Bounder
18—Nymphs
"SeTrtne day I tald him I was go20—Cooking utensil
4a--Thin coating
EC
ing to.get.hinj another bat and he
51—To remain
21—Doctor's degree
L.
0
53—Purnoa•
taber.1
tlitiltetr—agar —Me- w la
nrx.
REV
.°
54—Pile
F
22—Nickel MOW
56--Ood of flocks
Well, I got him this bat and right
23-To leave MIS
1J E
57—Pundemental
35—Biblical city
away he started to really hit the
59—Part of "to be"
37—Little devil
60—Type of auto
U-11114er win
ball.
111-01rl's name
DOWN
"The bat? Oh, that was a Chick
1—Rotating pills
Haley model. Remember him? He
1—Correction
6 7
f
2. b
9
3--Qr..k letter
was pretty good.'too," .
4—Preflia: two
I.,
The Syracuse manager has a vast
6—Sharp to takte
6—Kidnap money
respect for Sauer's ability, so much
7—Single thing
si) that he describes the -hawk8—Nova Scotia
I abbr
faced flychaser as "one of the
9—Quarrel
10—To dine
-best 43titlielgiers-I ever had"
....4
11—Female sheep
e7
y
,25 2e,
iza"And as for hitting,- Ens added.
v2y
.13—Guide lins
17—Saving
"he'll do as well as, anybody I ever
'' f1
19—Heiper
,
.
/
7,/ 31 32
27
e0
. 29 30
28 ,
. "
20-3 1416
Phrygla
21—Ricg
of
i
-e1
Rival international league clubs
24—Dinner •
•y>:
,, 35 56
0
56.1
pulled a Ted Williams shift to the
25—Unlimited
s,
26—Hurried
” It_ _t1_ 1058 ;a
sio_
_annin.- -but28—Flied
30—In
on rapping it through them with
33—Island
lFr.1
446
,.//'ad w5
his slashing drives. They think in
Hi ,o. .13
34—To retard
/I
i
1,-.. 36—Dash
the camp_ of the feeds that maybe
.e..
39—Coaeted
the National League might' have to
43—Unit of force
4s...water bird
resort to such measures.
55
47—Walkingstact
5Z
If it turns out that way, it could
49—Girl's name
A
60—Dines
a tremendous step toward giv56
61—Resort
52-3allor
ing Cincinnati its first pennant
53—Bevers,ge
501
ince 1939. They'll need more than
55—To carry on
57—Plural ending
Suer, naturally, ,Put il! 'might
11••••• Suallmi•.118.
58—Printer's me..sure
touch--of -an- explosion, and all
because a minor league manager
gave him -the wood Ito do his work.

I

e
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Today's Sports Parade

I

Art in Review

attempt to bring modern- Ameri- ISC110014NG ISN'T EVERYTHING
HORICON, Wis. (II.P.,1-Oliver 0.
can painting closer to our life has
been made by Emily LienaUer. art
44,' whose formal schoolcritic of the Wqrld-Telegram. Miss I in _ ended with the fourth grade,
Genauer has chosen fifty paintings /
out of 50.000 she Saw in New York has built one of Horicon's most
imposing homes with his own
shows last year.
She discussed every one with unes.hands. He said the -nlest. -Fter1011painter who made it and then, problem was building -a straight
mixing ber_own_e_xpert.views with 'three-flue chimney. But "a little
the artist's authoritative explana- preliminary figuring" took care of
.tion she wrote a comment to every the matter.
canvIa& Reproductions and text
have been put together in book
form and published by Doubleday
A one-halt, medium-size grape& Co. under the title of "Best of fruit contains 45 calories.
Art"
That "Besi.of Art" succeeds in
opening. Our minds and hearts fur
the products of American painting
.4_14 exceptional importance today. ,
THURSDAY NI
Because, as Miss Genauer has
rightly denoted, "American paintat 8:00
ers are,, (now) more deeply_ sonearned with the woes of the world
than ever before. .
life
PARIS, TENN.
yen to b
and weiihty _gate- ,
meets...." Sponseored by V.F.W
-Paul Modianyl.

•

WRESTLING
()Yoe',
City Auditorium

READ THE

CLASSIFIEDS

Advance Seat Sale at
Fry Drug Co. '

SEED
Time to sow LAWN GRASS. We have all purpose Lawn
Mixture. Also Kentucky Blue Ghiss. Rye Grass, White Dutch
Clover and Red Top. Small amount of Lespedeza Is good to put
on large lawns that are not kept too closely mowed.
•
We have a complete line of Field and Garden Seeds. English
Peas for early planting. Come in and see us for your Seed, Feed
and Farm Supplies. No order too small or none too large.

F

By OSCAR FRALEY
SERVICE HEADQUARTERS Fur
in a manner which sends it screamUnited Press Sports Writer
FOR RENT-Modern brick 5-room Complete Autombtive Recondiing over the left field fence.
TAMPA. Fla., March 4 (UP)house with electricity, bath. Prefer tioning Automotive Electric SerWhich means ne nasn t lost the
NEW YORK (U.P.)-The artisti,
110 N. Third — "See Ross for Seed" — Fl hone 101
couple. Phone. 739-W-10, after 5 vice Coldwater. Truman Turner, Just a little more 'Weight in the eye he found at Syracuse last sea- images of the past ani more famanager.
•
lp
handle
of
a
bat
promised
today
to
234p
p.m.
son when he was voted the 'most miliar to us than those of our-owl,
help make a killer out of the valuable player in the International time.' We resent as disruptive inpunchless Cincinnati Reds.
-Two
unfurnished
FOR
.
RENT
League. All he did was belt 50 novations their new artistic coil
•
Tax ma:tided
The kayo clout rides on the mus- home runs and finish second in the ceptions. Yet they keep on tanpartments-3. rooms. Private bath
cular arms of Hank Sauer, a mas- circuit with a .336 average and 141 talizing us.
and entrance - 0. W. Harrison,
sive Pittsburgh boy who twice fail- runs batted in.
M4p
1206 Main. Phone 325.
We dimly surmise that in the[ied to make the grade as a first
Net too bad for a lad who only crYptic language these pernlexina•
FOR RENT: Two unstair,s unbaseman. This time, the board of once had passed the .300 mark in a ,shapes„, colors and lines expre:s
furnished rooms. Mrs. S. L. Horn
strateu feels, it will be three times whole season- many deep secrets of oun-rife Thai
304 Vine
-31
March 4. and in.
LOUISVILLE. Ky
And for that improvement in_the none but thg, Artists' uneleteerl
—EllIMirk-AWERROR-A1413--IT DOES NOT SHOW)-The 'Southeastern ConferCertainty from what he Is show- rangy' outfielder, -• --the- lieds--eanleyes- -could perceive.--And we- -has(
4 month unconditional
-- FOR RENT: 5 moon house 103 ,ence opened its annual basketball ing to happy Johnny Neuf'. the Cin- thank Jewel Ens, manager of the the vague feeling that if under100 Sheets to the l'o)\
guarantee
So 12th Street apply Saturday or 1,urnament here today with 11 of cinnati pilot, Sauer is a dead cinch Syracuse farm club.
stood and enjoyed modern art our
Sunday.
the 12 teams honing to break Ken- to become one of the, most danger"Last year tn spring training lift would .t,t rlcher and happf,
$14.00
tucky's domination of the event.
ous hitters in the game this season. Hank was breaking bat after bat," than it is now. We would cease' to
Adolph Rupp's Wildcats have Daily he is tying his six-feet. four Jewel explained as he watches be strangers in our own world.
Tax included
An intelligent and conscientiou- g
won the SEC tournament for four inches and 210 pounds intoAlihe ball Sauer smashing long drives at the
consecutive years. and they"- are
ROUGH LUMBER - Poplar and favored to do it again, after goinr.
PHONE 59
NANCY
•
SherNot Hep, That's All
By Ernie Bushrailler
oak. All lengths. Uniform widths through the regular conference
and thickness. Accurately sawn. schedule undefeated.
206 East Main Street
See John A. Nance, Nance Bros.,
Only one other team ' in the
J. 0. Patton
J. B. Watson New Concord, Ky.
I THINX ILL
1M10p tournament; - Tulane's t or r i d
BUY.HR A
Greenies---was acknowledged to
have more than a prayer against
RECORD
Ralph Beard, Alex From, and Company.
,
Tulane won 21 of Its 23 regular
season games. and 13 of 14 conference starts for Second place in the
standings and the second seeded
spot in the tournament.
That meant a probable Kentucky
vs. Tulire final Saturday, night,
BUT HOW
since the two teams ,were in op-.
WILL IT
posite brackets.
FIT MY
Alabama and Georgia Tech were
Four Miles Scuth of Murray on the Hazel Hict-raiy.
scheduled to open the tournament
PHONOGRAPH
at 1:30 today with a game that
?3
promised to be the best of the first
round contests. The fourth-seeded Alabamans had in George Tech.
O'CLOCK
one of the SEC's most improved
(RAIN OR SHINE)
ball clubs as an opponent.
ABBIE an' SLATS
Suspicious Attitude
,By Raeburn Vein Buren
.The purpose of this sale is to offer to the people
In the other afternoon game Tulane is paired with Auburn. fourthof this cOmmunitx.a mark-et for any and all articles
place team in regular conference
except livestock. The auction lot is open all hours
MOOSE BEND5IX O'CLOCK-MY WORKING DAYt; OVER.A
JUST COME IN FROM SWANSON'5
playie .and. a' possible Mumbling
during the day to accept articles to be sold: Stop at
IN -THE LOS/1f3EW
LANDIN6,SONNY. TOOK ME ALL PAY
ONE FELLA WHO DOESN'T HAVE MUCH
block in Tuhine'S path to the tourPrira1-i,rr,ii
the airport office.
COUNTRY. SLATS
(7.
‘"4
772N-Y?F:
MUSHING IT. BRRNG
IAS°17°
5T
NA
LSI-NU
TROVENLE GETTING HOME
ney fnals.
'APPLE,CONTENT
YOU TH'LATEST PAPERS -YOU'RE
FROM THE OFFICE.! JUST
Kentucky will meet its first chalTO REMAIN DEAD TO
MI614TY GOOD
PULL THE SHADE -THE '
ONLY A WEEK 01.0.
•
The following is a list of articles consigned tis ne
lenge at. 9:15' p.m. when it faces a
TO ME .9KY-PIE
OF IT. WHA1'5
OFFICE IS CLOSED
.••••".
'THE WORLD'HE ONCE fair-to-middlin'• Moja -team Me
ANTYrIVI-MOMS!
ANGLE
:
FOR THIS-SAtE-FEBTIUARY111,
KNEW-HA5 -FOR
-WHAT
-11411
'Gators, with a sophomore ball club.
BEEN A
YOUR ANGLE?have &ion 15 and lost nine•for the
'40 Model Case Tractor and Equipment.
FAITHFUL EMPLOYEE
season and have a top-notch center
Two Tractors of other makes with Equipment.
In Jack Taenzler, who has 322
OF A LUMBER
Three 2-row Cans Planters with Fertilizer Attachpoints to his credit in* those 24
COMPANY
ments.
games.
The. otheg first-round game, at
Tractor Discs — • •
7:30 On. - will P-air Tennessee and
8, 9 and 10 foot Single Action.
Mississippi State. with the Volun6 and 7 foot Double Action.
teers a heavy favorite. _
Trailer Ploughs, 12 and 14 inch Flat Bottom.
In Fact, history has Tennessee
• tabbed as a psychological menace
Practically New Two Row...Atha Chalmers Coen
to - Kentucky's domination -Of The
Planter.
SEC tournament.
Tractor Mowww.---•
Kentucky has lostaWity-five tourTwo Deluxe Bendix Washing Machines.
nament games since 1934. and three
of those defeats have been handed
Several Complete Sets of Farm Equipment.
LI'L ABNER
Low?, You Funny thing !
By Al Capp
out by Tennessee!'
Furniture — Including Living Room Suite.
Georgia. Vanderbilt, Ole Miss
Stoves — Oil and Wood.
and Louisiana State drew first
Harness.
round byes. Georgia will play the'
,
EAR LESSOsolatz,t!.
WHAT A
Two Truck Loads of Miscellaneous Items.
Alabama-Georgia
Tech
winner;
DAY 'P
Vanderbilt the Tulane-Auburn winYOU DUMB CLUCKS .r.r1.
ner: Ole Misr the Tennessee-MisSIT ON
ANOTHER FIVE MINUTES
sissippi State Winner; and LouisiAND I'D HAVE HAD TO
MY LAP,
ana State the Kentucky-1101db
CONFESS PT-- FOSDICK
BABY.'?'
Meter in the quarter final stomorWAS KICKING THE.
row.
If you'have articles you would like to have sold at
CHIPPENIDALE OUT
OF ME rf
auction contact VERNON F. CURD it the airport.
FAillI11..1' STICKS TOGETHER
• -IRWINTON Ga. ;V P..-J. R.
PHONE 693-W-3, or
Sitns has local, national, and even
international support of his canDOUGLAS SHOEMAKER, Phone 693-R-2
didacy for Wilkinson County cornfor terms
miwioner. Of the votes from his
II living children, two are from
,
Douglas Shoemaker, Auctioneer
Wyoming. two from Utah, one from
Vernon F. Curd, Manager
Germany. and one from Japanall mail ballots front Voris in the
Service.

•

ROSS FEED COMPANY

Kentucky Favored
In SEC Tourney
Starting Today

6:00-16 First Grade
Tires

TYPEWRITER PAPER
Millers FsIle..F7FRASE
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LEDGER & TIMES

For Sal*

COMMUNITY AUCTION SALE
•

To Be Held

at the MURRAY AIRPORT

THURSDAY,FEBRUARY 11, 1948
- -1-000

rE.F.,

.

moN-ri-is

(GRoANtsiNf)

This Sale will be held RAIN or SHINE
(Barbecue and Cold Drinks)

I.
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Official National League Baseball Schedule, 1948
Denotes Night Games)
-

'I
BON ION

1 94 S

BROOKLYN

Is
M
:4'. 15,16
I jell:.
Ga
i Aug. 20.21. 22
i Sept. 28. 29. 30

4

HOSTON
"S
tel
Mi
tha
bo
de
-

i April 26.
Mat 28'; 29'. 31,
Aug. 12'air. 14' 15
Pt 8.0

BROOKLYN

op
in;
as
Si
Pt
Hi

AT
NEW YORK.

1.
.April
July
Aug
Ota
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FORD FRICK. HARVEY TRABAND, National League Schedule Corn.

Patirw Coast R.R., UP APO-DOWN BRO
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Called Strategic even more confounding when seen
By JACK GAVER
United Press Staff Correspondent I on the stage and they are going to
Link to Arctic
NEW YORK
i-The presponsor it

at the HARMON BUTLER FARM

with gorgeous SPRING WOOLEN

Monday, March 8, 11:00 O'clock

BEMBERGS and COTTONS

with SHOES that give solid comfort for
the entire family
For Ladies... Torsal Tread
For Men ...Douglas

For Children... Acrobats
beautiful
HOSE or SOX
with them

MAKE YOUR PLANS TO SEE _

•

The Big John Deere Show
MONDAY MARCH 8
FARMERS TRACTOR & IMPLEMENT CO,
FREE PRIZES AFTER SHOW

I1 .

• **

TWO STORES -

-Stn. Warren-Al-Magnuson. D.,
Wash lies said the U. S War ,Department has authorized him to
express "its entire willingness toward construction of such a railroad."
If the Prince George link Ones
throughowever, it will he a boon
to the Metric Northwest It will'
make it possible for trucks to -leave
Seattle for Vancouver, be hauled,
"byarail tovPrince George -and from
there spired &tong the 'Little Alaska Highway." to be opened to traffic this year to Dawson Creek, on
the Akan_ and then on to 'Alaska,
,

Jeffreys
If you're too busy to come down
SHOP BY TELEPHONE
Other people do
Call 58-J or 320
WE'LL DELIVER

Free!

Free!

All cars sold at Lawrence's Used Car Lot
this week will receive 1948 car licenses
and transfers FREE with the car.
1941 CHEVROLET, 2-door,
1942 FORD, 2-door.
1941 FORD, 2-door.
1940 FORD, 2-door.
1939 MERCURY, 4-door.
1937 CHEVROLET, 2-door, extra clean.
1936 CHEVROLET Coupe, extra clean.
1236 FORD,2-esoir,antra clean.
1936 FORD, 2-door.
1935 FORD, 4-door.
1935 CHEVROLET, 2-door.

Many-0"er
USED CARS
To Choose From
••

LAWRENCE USED CAR LOT
Home of Guaranteed Used Cars

201 Maple

Phone 150

11-TOTENEM
Grocery
Nice New Cabbage, lb.
4c
Potatoes, 15-lb pk. 60c; 100-lb bag $3.85
Onions, 2 lbs. for
25c
Pinto Beans,4 lbs. for
25c
Fine Corn Meal,5-lb bag 41c; 10 lbs 61c
Candy, Chocolate Cherries, 1-113. bx. 69c
English Walnuts or Pecans, lb.
32c
Hominy,large 2Y2 can,orXraut . . . 1
Tomato Soup, No.2can,2for
25c
Sardines, flat tins, 2 for
Welch Grape Juice, pint
____ 2
2:
5
0
--Ovaltine, large 14 oz.
57c ,
Chocolate Malted Milk, 1-lb. jar
31c
Candy, Mar's 10c bars2 for
15c
Corn, No.2 can Whole Kernel
16c
Orange Juice, No.2can
10c
Purex, 1/12 gallon 28c; quart
14c
Coffee, Max. House or Rosebud, lb. 53c
Keco Laying Mash, 100 lbs.
$
Keco Pig and Hog Feed, 100 lbs. . $4
5.85
.10
Keco Starting Mash, 100 lbs. . . $5.50
Keco 92% Grain Horse
Feed, 100 lbs.
$4.85
Horse Brushes, 35c value
19c
Collar Pads, yellow, size 18 and 19 89c
Grass Rope, various lengths, lb.
30c
Cabbage Plants, nice; onions sets.
Field Seed Red Top, Timothy, Kcirean-,
Kobe. Seed Potatoes, Triumphs and
Cobblers.
Bulk Garden Seed.
•
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Easter's Early and
So Are We

Unite

B.

-1110rEL NEWS.

Hermai; George, two of his children and his mother Mrs. Charlie
Georga spent the weekend in LOW Conoser built a 14-foe,
JACKSON
4U.P
Mich
U P.i -An
ville . visitina his wife who is a pawar production firm of Richard
acean-goire vessel is sitting hun- contaitiingaeats, bunk, table. closet
tient in a LouisvIle hospital.
1
VANCOUVER.
B.
C.
1--.
17.P
I-The
•v
Aldrich and. Richard Meyers has
bl
dreds of n'ulea from
and kitchenette. He installed a new I Pacific Great Eastern Railaad is•
0. B. Turnbola and son 0. B. Jr.
No musical show score in recent
bett'te-formed It has a revolaing
water here but it's all Fart of
engine
and
marioe
a
a
white
elephant.
mast
,
34-Not
It
bas
cost
Brit(tind•of $150.000 to he used for its years has had as many novelty spent Thursday in Memphis. Tenn..
Theodore Conover's plan to go to '
for - sail pawer. Thirty-seven feet ish .Columbia , taxpasers.. nearly'own shows er investments in those
on business.
hits as that of "Angel in the Wings**
of railroad rail provides a heavy '4 11100.000.000 since it Was born in of others.
Mrs. Sam Garrett -and daughter.
The young ex-sailor plans to sail
keel.
for which Carl Sigman did the Mrs. Kent Jones of McKenzie.
1912
tis converted- whale boat down the'
Aldrich, who has been managing!
Tenn, were in Hazel last week as
Hawever. the 345-mile railroad director
Conover said that pn. arrival in
Ohs.. River to the Mississippi,
of Theatre. Inc. since he Music and Bob Hilliard the lyrics.
, got out of the Navy, leaves that
--thence via the Gulf
First of their numbers to reach guests of Mr. and Mrs. D. N. White.
Mexico to Tampa, he will anchor -his ,craft connecting Vancouver with Ques
Tampa Fla, and his dual. ale Uni- near the college and set up house- net, B C. may become. one of great 'poet this Month for the new ven- the liable: ear via the radio disk Mrs. Garrett remained over for a
few days visit with her sister Mrs.
keeping in 'style, with the gentle strategic interest in the Pacific ture. Actually Aldrich and Meyers
versity of Tampa
Jockeys and juke boxes was "Civiwaves to rock him .to sletiF"
_
Northwest.
.
got- together again last month to lization." The "Thousand Islands White
.)It year ago the bogey of expenses
Mr. and Mrs Bob Turnbow were
If present plans go through, the sponsor the local appearances of Sang" and Big Brass
.11-e
thwarted Conbvers idea of attend- , But he has plans beyond 1
Band from lin Murray Saturday
night as guests
PGE
"may
Stccure
become
horizons.
ih
his
a
vital
land
are
lank
locker
players.
Theatre
Gate
Dublin's
ing the southern college There
Brazil" were the next, running
! of Mr. and Mrs. Sam Neely.
the problem of transportation as complete charts of Carib6ean and a between 'Seattle and Alaska. It That was a one-shot affair, how- about neck and neck in popular
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Shipley of
South American waters After col- would shorten by 1.000 'miles the ever, and ian part of their new favor.
well as housing
! Chicago were in Hazel Friday
lege he envisions •leisurely' trips tolAfean overland
route between permanent arrangement.
Any show that finds three of its 'night to visa the former's brother,
So Conover got a at-foot •ex- far-off places,
tropical nights, lee- Washington State and Alaska. Navy whale boat at an auctiah for
songs striking 'the popular fancy Hugh Shipley and Mrs. Shipley.
time tours.
i The event which has brought
Richard
and
Rodgers
Oscar as expressed in sheet
t130 Since then he has converted
music and
Mrs Paul Dailey, Mrs W. B. Milit into a :sleek. power-driven cabal. - But in more saber mammas Con- I the PGE into the forefront of in- Hammerstein have announced new record sales can, consider itself t stead, Miss Ruby Blakley and
overaconfides that he'has just one terest is discovery of large deposits plans to produce next season, in lucky When,
as in this case, the I mother, and Mrs. Calvin Key were
Interested townspeople pitched worry about has boat He hopes It atanthracite coal at Prince George. association with Leland Hayward songs -are all of the novelty class, Paducah shoppers Monday.
,
will
a
float
$5
bus
ride
from
Quesnel.
Joshua
Logan.
play
and
a
musical
that's history Furthermore, this is • Joe Puckett of Ohio spent last
in to help the disabled veteran iii
Hessians Caned Large'
based on the book "Talea of the the first show Salzman
his task The eity_weter euperin- , •
and Hilliard week in Hazel visiting friends. '
South
Pacifica
Michenby
James
Provincial mining officials say
tendent, 13 J. Stelhngworth. conhave done.
Students at the University of
Mr and Mrs. 0 B. Turnbow,
cr.
Rodgeri
the
music
will
and
do
tribated a discarded impellor wheel Minnesota who receive highast the Extent of the deposits May be
the
book and lyrics.
from ,une 'If the ,City's deep well • grades are those preparing 'to pc judged from estimates that they Hammerstein
Previously
Hammerstein
and
will be able to provide L000.000
water pumps for a propellor
doctors
tuns of coal annually for an Un- Rodgers let at be known that they
will produce a new musical by
specified number et years.
Negotiations are now Dearing Irving Berlin and Norman Krasna.
the anal stage between the British Berlin -gave the Rodgers-HammerCalluinbia and Canadian federal stein producyg firm the successgovernment .for extending the ful "Annie Get Your Gun" and
Krasna gave it the comedy aJohn
PGE into the coal area.
That -means running- the railroad Loves Mary." which is now on tour
nearer to Alaska. The pacific after a year in New, York.
Northwest wants _a railroad
through
3 miles west of Alm* on Almo-Xirksey Road
_
March 4
4- seerats- the •fiest'-'-At
...vernment has had nibbles from versary of -Fred Astaire's venture
niencan interests to make use of as a dencinie school proprietor His
'lf• PC
AE- as part of a c.1,nectton place on Park Avenue has done
RAIN o- r SHINE
well and an addition he has estab'nth Fairbanks. Alaska
Officials said
'the PGE was lished 26 school units throughout
••••
Owners Leaving the State
Xtelld04 tea Prince George it would the Utfited States. He now has his
eye
on
Landon.
-Paris,.
Rome
and
aravide
.atmerican
interests
with a
Following articles are'offered: Pair of Mules, 2
• atable startuat point for the Brussels
and 4 years old; 2 springing first and second calf
aaaskan extension-running along
Heifers, Household and Kitchen Furniture, New
If the plans go through, Broad'he so-called
Rocky
Mountain
Wood or Co4.--1114s.ei Oil Stove, Radio and New
Trench up through the -Northwest way will get a look next fall at the
Battery, Cultivator, l'-row Corn Drill with FertilT-rritorye the Yukon . and into fast play whose action occurs inside-ale tetaliall: The --Pay is "3T
izer AttriatiTeitts, - tri-F- Coils.-Other items 'too
Dandy" and it coutdn't be by any' U. IL Interested
numerous to mention,
American intirests. headed by one - eise but the glad boy of the
'he Canadian-American Railroad American drama, William Saroyan.
Public Is Invited to Bring Anything They
Four men have banded together
Development. Company, incorporHave to Sell
aed in Deleware two years agre to sponsor this work, which has
DOUGLAS SHOEMAKER, Auctioneer
7 ,,rx•rtedly
have put forward a been in print for months. There
$200.0110(kel development plan for are some people who insist that it
and with
should remain in print. However,
the i•xtension of the
E.
Frank Satenstein, Robert L. Joseph,
Mary Ma..vin 31121 the actor Canada
to go
Lee feet that Its. eonttishin will be

PUBLIC AUCTION

Miss Eva Perry, Mrs Darwin White ins'. Mrs. Bradie White. Mrs. Mary
John and ailrs. Mary Turnbow.
and sister Mrs. Grace Garrett whe St.
Mr. iitid.Mrs. D. N. White spent
is visiting her from Memphis, were
Sunday in McKenzie. Tenn, visittag
in Padocah Friday shopping.
and Mrs. Kent Jones and son.,.
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Shipley of Mr
Mr. ad Mrs. W. E. Dick of WE.- ..-144
Chicago have been visiting his
in Hazel last week an
-parents Mr. and Mrs. Mart Ship- ray Were
business. •
ley.
Mrs. Walter Hooper was
Rev. and Mrs. H. F. Paschall are to the Murray General renund
burn tar-Week loran operation. haspital
The proud parents --of
Friday night in a Louisville hosMr. and MI's. )V. B. Scruggs at
pital. They are in Louisville where Murray were Hazel
visitors Man.
school.
attending
Bro. Paschall is
day.
BapHazel
He is the pastor of the
L. -J7 Hill is confined to his room
tist church.
with illness. The women of the Hazel Baptist. .
Missionary Society met last Tuesmission study: HONORS PILE UP
their
for
day
ITHACA. N. Y. iU.P.)-Clifford
"America Must Be .Christiate and
with several taking part making it L. Morgan was elecfed to three different offices III one day. Atteadinteresting..
ing a meeting of the Fire Underaaqrs. W. B. Milstead, Mrs. 0.
Turnbow and Mr. Turnbow were writers Asociation in Albany, he
was selected to his fourth term as
in Murray Monday afternoon.
Mr. McNabb is quite sick at his president. The same day he was
chosen a director of a real estate
home here.
Mrs. West, who has been sick, holding company, and that night,
for several weeks is much better after driving home to Ithaca, he
elected a Knights Templar
at this writing..
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Orr West of eurnanander.
Lexington were in Hazel over the
weekend visiting his parents Mr.
WYOMING INVADES OHIO
and Mrs. Henry West and family_
LANCASTE HO. eU.P.) -The
Mrs. H. I. Neely and Miss Eva movie "Green Grass of Wyoming.'"
Perry had as their FriBay guests many scenes of which were taken
Mrs. Pat Thompson, Nancy and at the Fairfield County grounds
Jimmie, Mrs. Mattie Shipley, Mrs. last summer. Will have its world
Mollie Thompson, Mrs. Hazel Jenk- arenniere May 26.
- -
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